
Occupancy data often reveals low levels of space 

utilization. This challenge can be addressed by 

gaining insights into actual utilization data and 

Sensor/IOT technology is the ideal way to get this 

information.

Sensor based platforms deliver data in real time, 
ideal for three main purposes:

Firstly, for staff to be able to see what space is 

available for use when visiting the office. 

Secondly, utilization data provides valuable insights 

to facilities and real estate managers, informing 

decisions around space repurposing and the provi-

sion of services. 

Thirdly, sensor technology can deliver critical data 

on overall building density (how many people are in 

specific locations of the building) and increasingly  

data on environmental conditions; noise, humidity 

and temperature, for example. 

Creating an integrated workplace 
with optimum occupancy

Discover 
Identify demand trends 

and actual utilization with 
complete reporting tools

Improve 
Use actionable data for better 

space use and employee 
experience

Manage 
Passively manage your 

flexible workplace with our 
unique software solution set



The Critical Integration

The missing element is frequently the 
integration between sensor enabled 
real time space utilization and booked 
space data( meeting rooms and desks). 
By integrating the sensor platform with 
the booking system, a complete picture 
on space is available.

The Rendezvous booking platform 
seamlessly integrates with sensor tech-
nology, delivering many benefits:

1. automatic check in when a  
booked space is occupied

2. auto release of space booked but 
not occupied

3. the ability to truly compare booked 
space with actual space use, a criti-
cal factor in both real estate design 
and space re purposing. A typical 
challenge might be meeting rooms 
are booked but not used, thereby 
driving high costs in terms of using 
external space.

4. The data set that you need to make 
decisions on space design, how 
space is used and how best to deliv-
er services based on both booked 
space and actual space utilization.

The Rendezvous/ sensor integration 
model delivers the dynamic data set 
to truly manage and optimize a hybrid 
work environment. Today the focus 
is on optimum space utilization that 
supports the best use of space as well 
as the wellbeing of staff.

NFS Client Perspective

In 2021 NFS delivered a fully integrated 

sensor and Rendezvous booking system 

solution to a global law firm with over 750 

meeting rooms and 5000 desks. The Global 

Facilities Director observes: 

“The Rendezvous booking 

system was critical to being able to 

allow staff to book a desk before they 

visited the office. The integrated sensor 

platform helped us to make important 

decision about space and also confront 

myths such as, we do not have enough 

client meeting rooms. Accurate real 

time utilization data is critical to so 

many real estate decisions and with the 

NFS technology we estimate we will be 

able to make significant property cost 

savings in the next 2 years.”

“The integrated sensor platform 
helped us to make important 
decision about space and also 

confront myths” 
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Gartner Perspective

“Delivering on hybrid work at scale demands a balanced approach to 
space planning, a shift from location-centric to human-centric culture 
and investment in workplace technology.”  

– Gartner Hype Cycle Report, July 2022

The sensor platform measures the use of your workplace with discreet wireless technology. The 
solution is simple to install with no disruption to staff or IT infrastructure. 

Now is the time to right size your property portfolio, challenge myths about space utilization 
and create an optimum environment for your teams. Why not check out our space utilization 
survey option?

42% 

of office space under-
utilized every day 
according to a JLL 

report

$
A monitored and 

managed workplace can 
reduce overhead, wasted 

time and space, and 
unnecessary moves

75% 
of corporate real estate 

leaders expect to use an 
application to manage 
shared seating. Gartner 

Hype Cycle July 2022
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Read Our Gartner Reviews

Reviews

Explore articles & resources

More Information

Book a Consultation

Consultation

The NFS Occupancy Management Solution

https://myrendezvous.net/wp-content/uploads/2021/04/Sensor-Survey-Brochure.pdf
https://myrendezvous.net/wp-content/uploads/2021/04/Sensor-Survey-Brochure.pdf
https://www.us.jll.com/en/solutions/portfolio-optimization
https://www.us.jll.com/en/solutions/portfolio-optimization
https://www.gartner.com/document/4016798?ref=solrAll&refval=334606289
https://www.gartner.com/document/4016798?ref=solrAll&refval=334606289
https://www.gartner.com/reviews/market/resource-scheduling-applications/vendor/nfs-technology/product/rendezvous
https://myrendezvous.net/
https://myrendezvous.net/request-a-demo/

